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Topic


This story is about a mystery egg that is laying under a tree. An owl finds the egg and
begins to wonder who the egg belongs to. Since the egg is very pretty, all of the animals in the
forest lie and say the egg is theirs, tying to claim the egg as their own. The owl educates the
animals and the reader, stating that the egg cannot be theirs because all of the animals trying to
claim it either don't lay eggs at all, or lay smaller eggs. Who does this egg belong to?
Word meaning
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nap- A short sleep, especially during the day;
Investigate- To examine the truth;
Screamed out: Said something in a very loud voice;
Soared: Flew or rose high in air

A. Choose the correct answer.
1. ____________ saw the egg first.
I.
Owl
II.
Frog
III.
Badger
2. Badger loved _______.
I.
Fruits
II.
Eggs
III.
Carrots
3. A tiny _________ appeared on the egg.
I.
Colour
II.
Crack
III.
Dot
4. Owl helped mother eagle carry the baby to ___________.
I.
Its best
II.
The river
III.
The city
Ans. I.owl ii.eggs iii.crack. iv. Its best.
B. Complete the sentence with words given in the clue box.
White egg,baby egg, owl, sound
1. _____________ had just awakened from his nap.
2. Owl saw on the floor of his forest a large___________.
3. Suddenly there come from the egg a tapping __________.
4. All at once, the egg popped open and a ___________ rolled out.
Ans. 1. Owl, 2. White egg , 3. Sound 4. Baby egg.

C. Write T for True and F for False.
1. Owl heard a thump sound. (T)
2. The egg was frog's. (F)
3. All the animals were sad that the mother and the baby had found each other. (F)
4. Owl help the baby eagle and climbed onto mother eagle's back to help her.(T)
D. Answer the following question.
1. Why did the animals get frightened?
Ans. The animals got frightened by the sound of egg.
2. "Nooooo! This is not your egg!" Who said this and to whom?
Ans. Owl said to animals.
3. "Don't touch this egg! This is my egg !" Who said this?
Ans. Eagle mother's.
4. What was the idea? Why did owl think of the idea?
Ans. Owl held the baby eagle and climbed onto mother eagle's back to help her.
Because mother
●
Home Assignment :
Do exercise G, H, I, J ,K, L & M in the book
itself .

